American Indian Archives
This collection contains federal records from American Indian agencies. The collection is divided by tribe and includes the Dawes Commission records as well as several schools. The collection is arranged alphabetically by topic within the series.

1988.022 Cherokee Orphan Asylum Press
Two publications of the Cherokee Orphans Asylum.

1996.023 Frank Dale Collection
The materials in the collection focus mainly on the legal cases in which Dale and his partner Bierer participated. The case files contain correspondence and legal documents that pertain to specific lawsuits or estate settlements. Within the collection, there are also orphanage files and Dale’s personal correspondence with family and politicians.

2006.054 Goodland Indian Orphanage Collection
The letters are correspondence between Louise L. Meyers of Oklahoma City and A. F. Van Deventer of Bartlesville. The bulk of the letters are to Miss Meyers from Mr. Van Deventer. The nature of the correspondence is unknown.

Historic Oklahoma
Historic Oklahoma is a vertical file of original materials. The collection is arranged alphabetically by topic and includes a biographical series.

1997.056 Methodist Orphanage Home Collection
Documents, mainly financial, of the Methodist Orphanage located in Oklahoma City. Includes a day book, correspondence, and other business records.

1979.054 The Oklahoma Benevolent and Cornish Orphanage Association
1913 flyer concerning the Oklahoma Benevolent and Cornish Orphanage Association in Ringling. Includes a board of directors list and photographs of children placed in homes.

1995.058 The Oklahoma Children’s Home Society Collection
Publication of the Guthrie Children’s Home Society; listing of orphans.

2016.138 Sunbeam Family Services Collection
Contains minutes, agendas, merger information, and employee/board member biographical information for Sunbeam Family Services.